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Family life was very important in Ancient Egypt and multiple
generations would live in the same house.  When not working, families

enjoyed spending time together at home playing board games like
Mehen or Senet or telling stories.  

 

POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT

Children were encouraged to be active
and spend a lot of time outside. Boys

and girls were taught to swim and use
boats, and would spend their time

racing, playing ball games like tug of
war and leap frog, juggling and

wrestling.
 

1

Rich Egyptians would go on
hunting parties and host

feasts in their homes with
musicians, dancers and

entertainers. Everyone would
enjoy public entertainment at

festivals where they would
dance, listen to music and

take part in sport
competitions.

Young children would often have toys like stuffed dolls, moveable
animals made of clay or wood, puppets, rattles and miniature weapons.
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MAKE A PADDLE DOLL

Thick, brown cardboard.
Wool or string.

Beads.
Felt tip pen.

Hole punch or 
hot glue gun.

Items Needed:

2

Paddle dolls are simple human shapes made of wood with strings of
beads to make up hair. They  have been found in Ancient Egyptian

tombs so there has been some disagreement recently as to whether
these dolls were toys, or were used in burials to symbolise      

 renewed life.
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Draw round the paddle doll template onto thick brown
card and cut out.

Decorate the paddle doll using patterns in the picture on
page 2 as inspiration.

Cut short lengths of wool  and tie a bead to the end of each
thread.

Thread beads onto each piece of wool, making sure you
leave the end to attach to the doll.  

Attach the beaded hair to the doll by using a hot glue gun
(with adult help) or by punching holes around the edge of

the dolls head and tying on the wool.

 

 

 

 

 

Instructions: 

MAKE A PADDLE DOLL
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PADDLE DOLL TEMPLATE
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